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Every morning as we wake up, have we ever thought of breathing fresh air? Did we ever
think of seeing beautiful, green and fresh scenery? Did we ever think of what mother earth wants
to convey? May be few will say yes, but how about the others? And how about asking ourselves,
how was our mother earth now, how does it looks?
Our earth is the most important of all. Before our earth was populated by millions of
human, this land was lovely place as a beautiful woman. They said, “Yesterday is history of
tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift that’s why we call it Present.” Yes, its true today is a gift
because each one of us is given the chance to live our life. But even if we are given the chance to
live, but we are not giving our mother earth the chance to live longer, it will be useless. If she
will be gone, our life for sure will also be gone we people are the one who are responsible of
taking care of our earth but still there are people who don’t even care and just ignore our
surrounding and they keep on destroying our environment. They keep on cutting trees and
they’re not replacing and touching those virgin forests. They keep on burning plastics and
throwing there waste on sea, rivers, everywhere they want, without thinking what can happen to
our environment and to the newborn babies that should breathe a fresh air and have a beautiful
future. May be our mother earth is wondering why we people are not ashamed of the things that
we are doing to her and asking herself if we still have the nerve to keep her longer. Our sweet,
fresh and beautiful mother earth is starting her revenge. It only shows on the calamities her deep
grieving on the things we are doing to her. We are abusing her too much. May be its time for us
now to make a change and help her to be beautiful again. Unity is the only way to make it.
Our mother earth is the one who gives us our needs that’s why we need to take care of
her so that we can also live longer in this planet, and to our next generation.

